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Abstract

An examination of the effect of a realistic (though conservative) hot day environment on the thermal
transient behavior of spent fuel shipping casks is made. These results are compared to those that develop
under the prescribed normal thermal condition of 10 CFR 71. Of specific concern are the characteristics
of propagating thermal waves, which are set up by diurnal variations of temperature and insolation in the
outdoor environment. In order to arrive at a realistic approximation of these variations on a conservative
hot day, actual temperature and insolation measurements have been obtained from the National Climatic
Data Center (NCDC) for representatively hot and high heat flux days. Thus, the use of authentic
meteorological data ensures the realistic approach sought. Further supporting the desired realism of the
modeling effort is the use of realistic cask configurations in which multiple laminations of structural,
shielding, and other materials are expected to attenuate the propagating thermal waves. The completed
analysis revealed that the majority of wall temperatures, for a wide variety of spent fuel shipping cask
configurations, fall well below those predicted by enforcement of the regulatory environmental conditions
of 10 CFR 71. It was found that maximum temperatures at the cask surface occasionally lie above
temperatures predicted under the prescribed regulatory conditions. However, the temperature differences
are small enough that the normal conservative assumptions that are made in the course of typical cask
evaluations should correct for any potential violations. The analysis demonstrates that diurnal
temperature variations that penetrate the cask wall all have maxima substantially less than the
corresponding regulatory solutions. Therefore it is certain that vital cask components and the spent fuel

• itself will not exceed the temperatures calculated by use of the conditions of 10 CFR 71.

,, * This work was performed by Sandia National Laboratories for the U.S. Department of Energy under
contract DE-AC04-94AL85000

• * A U.S. Department of Energy facility.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has published criteria under which spent fuel shipping
containers are to be evaluated in Title 10 of the Code of Federal Regulations, Section 71 (10 CFR 71).
Among these requirements is a specification for the normal thermal condition that uses specified

, bounding conditions based on a generalized hot day in the United States. The regulation specifies an
ambient temperature of 100"F, and a daily total insolation of 800 cal/cm 2. As the temperature specified in
the regulation is somewhat lower than peak temperatures often reached in the desert southwest region of

• the country (115"F or more), it has been deemed valuable to compare the effects of an hourly varying,
realistic temperature cycle to those of the regulation as written. Similarly, the regulation specification for
a solar radiation incident on the surface of a cask has a value much less than the peak insolation that may
occur at some U.S. latitudes, so a comparison with realistic solar data was also in order. It is expected
that the cask materials and their geometrical configurations will have a large impact on the cask response
to diurnal variations in ambient temperature and insolation. Thus, a study undertaking a comparison of
cask response to realistic and regulatory conditions must examine a number of different cask designs in
order to draw conclusions about the general differences between the regulatory and realistic conditions.

Previous studies have shown that the NRC's hot day thermal condition is adequate for predicting the
thermal response of the interior regions of large water-cooled shipping casks (Lake, 1980). It has also
been shown that the thermal response of the surface regions of casks characterized as simple steel plates
are reasonably well represented by using the normal condition of 10 CFR 71 (Brown et al., 1992). Actual
cask designs, however, are laminations of several concentric shells with widely varying thermal
properties, and hence much more complicated than the steel plates studied by Brown. Furthermore, the
studies by Lake and Brown use only simple mathematical functions to represent postulated environmental
data. It is thought that by using actual hot day data, a more realistic analysis may be performed. Since
Brown used a lumped-parameter model, only surface effects were compared between the regulatory
model and the postulated conditions. More exact conclusions may be drawn by modeling the spatial
propagation of thermal effects through the cask wall, especially in situations involving multiple layers of
cask material.

The existing hot day regulatory model consists of a constant environmental temperature of 38°C (311 K,
100°F). This value stands as the 10 CFR 71 hot day ambient temperature despite the fact that peak
temperatures in the desert southwest region of the United States are known to occasionally fall in the
range of 115° to 120°F in the summer. Peak temperatures in this range occur only for several hours on a
hot day, but the existence of such peaks may impact cask thermal performance. However, even on those
days when the peak temperature briefly exceeds 115°F, it is certain that the nighttime lows will be
substantially less than 100°F. Thus, the average temperature during a 24-hr period on the hottest of days
may be close to the CFR prescribed 100°F, and the impact of the temperature peak may be small if the
cask is insensitive to short-term thermal transients due to its thermal inertia. It is necessary to support this
observation with calculations that demonstrate that cask thermal behavior during peak temperature times
in a variable cycle is bounded by, or is approximately represented by, the behavior of a cask subject to the
regulation.

Similar concerns exist for the influence of solar radiation incident on a cask surface. The l0 CFR 71

regulation states that a flat, upward-facing surface of a cask will be subject to a total of 800 cal/cm 2 of
insolation during each 12-hr daylight period. The regulation, however, does not suggest a temporal
distribution for the given heat fluence. This regulation is occasionally applied by subjecting the cask to a
constant heat flux of 66.67 cal/cm2/hr for a 12-hr period, and zero insolation during the remainder of the
day. More frequently, a conservative steady-state solution is calculated by assuming that

• 66.67 cal/:m2/hr is applied 24 hr a day, despite the fact that this results in twice the required insolation
being delivered to the cask. Again, this regulation is not typical of the insolation flux one encounters
during an actual day. In fact, solar insolation flux is zero at night, gradually increases during daylight

• hours, peaks at noon (solar time), and gradually decreases until sunset. However, the total 12-hr
insolation fluence of 800 cal/cm 2 (33.5 MJ/m2), is close to maximum values (around 35 MJ/m 2) typically
measured at U.S. latitudes south of 40 deg. Again, the phenomenon of interest is the peaking that occurs
above and beyond the two typical implementations of the regulation. This study explicitly determines the
extent to which the peak insolation flux affects the components of the cask wall.



The important difference between the regulations as cited and the actual typical meteorological conditions
is twofold. First, there is the matter of the peak values of temperature and insolation which both may be,
as stated above, potentially larger than the stated regulatory condition. Second, the nature of the diurnal
variation of both the temperature and insolation rate suggests that transient thermal behavior not predicted
by the regulatory model may occur. These effects compete to a certain extent, and detailed analysis can
quantify the overall thermal behavior of transport casks subjected to diurnal variations in ambient
conditions. *

This report details analyses that address these issues by using a realistic ambient conditions model in
conjunction with a one-dimensional transient conduction computer code to determine the thermal •
response of various cask configurations. Subsequent sections of this report will describe the development
of the realistic ambient data model, the formulation of the computational algorithm used to determine
cask thermal response, and the benchmarking of that algorithm. Finally, results stemming from the use of
the algorithm will be presented and the conclusions that may be drawn from these results will be stated.
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2.0 AMBIENT CONDITION DATA MODEL

One goal of this study is the prediction of realistic responses to diurnal temperatureand insolation
variations that would be exhibited by various cask designs. In order to calculate a truly realistic response,
it is necessary to use actual observed meteorological data in formulating the boundary surface conditions

• for the simulation.

, Meteorological data are available in a variety of forms from a number of sources. One particular source
used in this study has been compiled by the National Climatic Data Center (NCDC). The NCDC has
gathered weather data from all over the United States and combined it in a series of records cumulatively
referred to as the Typical Meteorological Year (TMY). The TMY is available in subsets acconJing to the
region of the United States in which the data were collected. The data for each station location within
each region are listed sequentially for each hour during a year's time, and include measurements of the
solar radiation, visibility, barometric pressure, ambient temperature, and wind speed.

The data of specific concern for this study are these various solar radiation measurements and the temper-
ature. Solar radiation is measured and reported in five different ways in the TMY data. These solar
radiation measurements are evaluated subsequently, and a single measurement technique is chosen as the
most applicable, yet conservative means of sampling. The characterization of insolation and temperature
together will allow the adequate formulation of a thermal boundary condition for the surface of a cask.
The data used for this study will be presented along with the manner in which they were obtained.

2.1 Insolation Data

The NCDC TMY insolation data are provided by several different measurements:

1. Direct Normal Radiation
2. Global Radiation on aTilted Surface
3. Observed Global Radiation on a Horizontal Surface
4. Corrected Global Radiation on a Horizontal Surface
5. Standard-Year Corrected Global Radiation on a Horizontal Surface

Each of these measurements is provided for each location in the region. The meanings of the various
measurements are described below.

Direct normal radiation is a measurement of the collimated insolation that intersects an area normal to the
direction of the flux. Since the normal surface is made to track the sun during the day, the net integrated
heat flux is higher than the corresponding measurement for a fixed surface. However, since the radiation
is collimated, the peak flux is usually much less than the corresponding global measurement.

Global radiation refers to all incident solar radiation on a surface, including that component which is
incident upon the surface due to scattering in the atmosphere. This component is eliminated during the
collimation process of the direct normal measurement. Global insolation measurements are recorded for a
horizontal surface and a stationary tilted surface. Total integral flux measurements are typically higher
for the tilted case in regions removed from the equator because the sun's rays are typically not
perpendicular to the horizontal plane.

Two engineered corrections are applied to the raw data to obtain the corrected global horizontal
measurements. In the first case, the data from the direct measurement are corrected for experimental

" error. This correction usually results in a smaller value of incident radiative flux for particularly high flux
days, which are of most interest here. Secondly, the observed data are manipulated to approximate the so
called "typical year" by an averaging technique (TMY User's Manual, 1981).

ql

The TMY data available for this study cover Regions 3 and 6 of the United States. These regions are
comprised of the Central Plains and Lower Mississippi Valley, and Texas and New Mexico, respectively.
While these regions are not the hottest in the United States, the quantity of immediate interest is
insolatio:_, and these data are a representative sample of the latitudes ranging from 28 to 40 deg north.



This samplemay be called representativebecausethe insolationdatafor the high radiationday are
predominantlya function of latitude,and not a functionof weatherpatterns,although some variationdue
to averagecloudcover may exist. The variationsdueto cloudcovermay be removedby searchingfor the
maximuminsolation day,which will, quite expectedly,fall on a cloudlessday.

All dataforRegion 3 were searchedto locate each day in whichthe integratedradiationflux (total
fluence) was a maximumfor one of the five recordedmeasurements,as previouslydescribed. The five
maximawere comprisedof only threedifferentmeasurement days, all occurringin Dodge City, Kansas.
The TMYdata forRegion 6 only includedthe standardyear measurement,but were also se,._chedfor the
high fluence day. Whenthis day's datawere compared to the high fluenceday for the stmtdardyear data
of Region 3, it was found that the Region 3 insolation was much greater than that for any Region 6
location. The integrated radiation heat flux values for the three maximum days are compiled in Table 1.

Table 1. Integrated Radiation Heat Fluence Measurements
(Fluence in kJ/m2, MaximumValues Denoted by *)

"I'l ,_ f I

....... Direct Global HorizontallHorizontal Standard ILocation Date.... Normal Tilted Observed Corrected Year
Dodge City 25-June 42129* 37i155 " 30600 32575 31343

DodgeCity 29-May 33791 34958* ....... 33895 31470 34587'*

Dodge City 3-July 39677 34463 .... 34559_' 34096* 34559-
,,

A plot of the hourly variationof eachof the maximumdata sets appearsin Figure 1 as a function of the
solar time (not the clock time) at the geographic location. The area under the curve (the total daily
insolation) is a maximum for the direct normal data. Furthermore, the peak flux is the most depressed for
that set as well. The peak flux (as well as integral flux) of the tilted case is highest among the stationary
global measurements.

, : ; i
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e_ [ + GlobalTilted[ _ HorizontalObserved , !
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Figure 1. Hourly Variation of Isolation Typical Meteorological Year Data



Having selected the maximum insolation days in each of the measurement categories, it is now necessary
to determine which data set is most applicable for use in modeling a shipping cask exposed to a hot day
environment. It is appropriate to begin by eliminating the direct normal case due to the fact that it is
necessary for the surface to be in constant motion, tracking the sun, in order to maintain the normal
orientation relative to the sun's rays. Furthermore, it is apparent from the plot in Figure 1 that the peak
values for the standard year and global tilted data.lie well above those of horizontal observed and

" horizontal corrected data. In the interest of maintaining a reasonable though conservative model, the
maximum of these the global tilted data set is chosen for this study. Whereas the standard year data arc
recommended by the NCDC as the best available data, the tilted data appear to lie close to these values

• and yet be maximum. Strengthening the qualification of this data set is the fact that most cask designs are
cylindrical; thus, some surface of the cask may be tilted at all times in the same manner as the apparatus
that produced the global tilted measurements.

2.2 Temperature Data

Unlike the insolation data that vary predominantly as a function of latitude, temperature is a more
complex phenomenon, being subject to the dominant weather patterns of the location. However, it is
known that the most consistently extreme hot temperatures in the contiguous United States are found in
the Desert Southwest, which includes sections of Arizona, New Mexico, California, Utah, and Nevada.
Yuma, Arizona is typical of the hottest inhabited locations in the United States (Gringorten et al., 1985).

Thus, the TMY data for Yuma were obtained from the NCDC in order to determine a reasonable hourly
variation pattern for temperature on the hottest day of a typical year. What is not known, however, is the
hourly variation of temperature on the hottest day over a period spanning many years. The most extreme
temperature in recorded U.S. history is known to be 57°C (330 K, 135°F). Thus, if desired, the tempera-
ture profile for the hot standard day in Yuma can be augmented to conform to the recorded maximum.

The data for the TMY day (and a day before and after), which has both the hottest average temperature
for the 24-hr period and contains the hottest hour in the TMY for Yuma, are plotted in Figure 2 as a
function of the local solar time. The most surprising feature of the data in Figure 2 is the lack of
smoothness. Furthermore, it is noted that the hottest 24-hr period is that from 6 A.M., July 10, to 6 A.M.,
July 11, not the period from midnight to midnight. The difference in the average temperatures for the two
time periods is minimal; however, choosing to model the period from 6 A.M. does make the diurnal
temperature cycle somewhat smoother than the periodic cycle produced from midnight to midnight.

320 ..... . ,

I_I 315

ff

" _i, ,i..i.,
300
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__ 7/9 -- _ - 7/10 ..... _. 7/11 _-

i Solar Time, hrs

Figure 2. Hot Day Temperature Variation



2.3 Data Transformation

The measurements provided in the TMY data sets are recorded in hourly increments. However, a
realistic thermal simulation that uses these data will have a time step smaller than 1 hr. It becomes
necessary to interpolate the data in some manner in order to provide insolation or temperature boundary
conditions at any instant over the course of a day.

There is an abundance of interpolation routines that may prove useful for the present application.
However, due to the general shape of the data, the Cosine Fourier Transformation (CFT) was chosen for
use in evaluating the data. The CFT is particularly suitable due to its inherent ability to evaluate the
derivative of a function once the CFI" of the function is known. This ability is helpful when evaluating
the insolation data, since the TMY data provide measurements of the insolation fluence during each hour
previous to the recording of the measurement, which is effectively the integral of the radiation flux. Thus
the insolation rate may be recovered from the data by taking the derivative of the fluence value. The
differentiation process will subsequently be described in greater detail. The CFT process is explained
below.

Given any finite, discrete set of data, Sn (n = l, 2, 3.... ,N) taken at evenly spaced intervals, the CFF may
be calculated by first extending the data in the form of an even periodic series. We now have Sn(n = 1, 2,
3.... ,2N), where:

=I data, l<n<N } (1)Sn [S2N_n, N < n < 2N

The coefficients of the cosine transformation, Cm(m = 1, 2, 3, ..., 2N), are then determined as (IMSL Math
Library, 1987):

2N-1 [(m-1)(n-1)_]Cm =S 1+S2N(-1) m-1 +2 E SnCOS (2)
n=2 2N- 1

This formulation of the cFr has the advantage of being its own inverse. That is, once the coefficients are
known, the original data can be recovered by using the same function above and subsequently dividing
the result by (4N - 2). In addition, the inverse transform can be used to interpolate the function.
Realizing that if each of Smobservations are equally spaced in,time, 1:,with m = 1 corresponding to 1:= 0,
then:

m-1
x = (3)

2N-1

This expression can be substituted into the inverse transform directly, so for any time r the corresponding
value of s, the continuous function, is:

s= 4N_2 Cl +C2N +2 Cn cos[x(n- l)r_ (4)
_, 11"-2

Returning to consider the insolation data explicitly, it is now noted that the form of the data is actually a
period integral. Each measurement, as opposed to being an instantaneous measurement of heat flux at the
time of the measurement, is instead the total incident radiation energy during the previous hour.
Therefore, the most accurate interpretation of this data is as a strict integral; each measurement should be
added to the previous ones to get a value of the total insolation up to that point during the day.
Performing this operation, and then the CFF, we are left with an interpolation of the integral heat flux.
This interpretation of the insolation data is demonstrated explicitly in Figure 3.



Figure 3. Interpolation of Integral Radiative Heat Flux Versus Time

However, the heat conduction equation will require a statement of the actual insolation rate, again at any
given instant. This can be remedied by taking the derivative of the integral function. This operation can
be performed during the process of inverting the coefficients of the transformation. The derivative of the
function can be found by calculating:

Is'- 1 -2g Y_ Cn(n-1)sin[x(n-1)_ (5)
4N - 2 n=2

for each heat flux required. Figure 4 shows the derivative transformation alongside the hourly step-wise
integrated data. The phase shift present in Figure 4 is due to the lack of equivalence of the hourly integral
heating data and the real time derivative of the fluence. The extra line shown in Figure 4 was calculated
by performing the continuous hourly integration of the CFT flux. Each point along this curve was
calculated by integrating the flux over the previous 60 minutes. This calculation demonstrates explicitly
that the phase shift is entirely due to the hourly integration procedure that is inherent in the TMY data.
The small error in the hcurly integrated flux for the CFT as compared to the data demonstrates that the
correlation of the interpolating function as derived is good.

Since the temperatures are recorded as instantaneous values at each hour, the simple transformation/
inversion routine shown initially will work without the need for differentiation. Figure 5 shows the
correlation of the temperature data and their CFT interpolation. The data from midnight to 6 A.M. come
from the TMY date July 11, the remainder from July 10. Thus, the nighttime data have been rotated

, around to the beginning in this plot. This is not out of the ordinary as the data are being interpreted as a
periodic function with respect to time. Additionally, the CFT function (which is graphed with the original
TMY data) has been smoothed to eliminate the small order oscillations present in the data. The peak

• temperature has been preserved, as well as the general form of the diurnal variation; however, smaller
oscillations that do not contribute to the general, overall diurnal behavior are expunged. Had the small
oscillations been retained, physically unrealistic "wiggles" in the CFT interpolation would have resulted.
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The smoothing was performed by canceling 20 (out of 48) of the higher order termsof the CFTby setting
theircoefficientsequalto zero.Thesecoefficientscorrespondtocosinewaveswith thesmallestperiods
andaremostresponsiblefortheextremelylocalized"wiggling."
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3.0 HEAT CONDUCTION MODEL

To determine the penetrative effects of the diurnal variation of temperature and insolation, and thereby the
maximum temperature profile through the cask wall, it was necessary to formulate an appropriate
transient heat conduction model. The subject model accurately represents the geometry of interest and yet

, is only one-dimensional. Since it is necessary that the model correctly represent transient events taking
place over the course of periodic diurnal variations, the associated computational method was formulated
to be time-accurate. Finally, to facilitate the modeling of a large variety of cask configurations, the model

• had to be capable of incorporating any number of laminations of any user-specified material and thickness
into the geometrical formulation. In the derived formulation, each lamination may be specified as having
any thickness and may be discretized into any number of nodes to capture the thermal gradient across the
layer.

While the computational method is one-dimensional, the code has been written in two implementations:
one in planar (Cartesian) geometry, and the other in cylindrical (radial) geometry. This allows the code to
have added flexibility in modeling: the side walls of most casks are cylindrical in shape while the ends
are flat. This difference in configuration may have some importance in the propagation of the diurnal
ambient conditions.

The exterior boundary condition in the computational model is such that the temperature and insolation
data interpolations described in the previous section may be implemented in a straightforward fashion.
The exterior of the cask may be analyzed in two different configurations, either with or without taking
into account the presence of an insolation shield or personnel barrier. The internal boundary condition
may be set to model any level of intemal heat generation. This is accomplished by setting a constant level
of heat flux at the interior wall.

3.1 One-Dimenslonal Conduction Model

The general one-dimensional transient heat conduction equation in Cartesian coordinates is given as
(Gebhart, 1993):

c) kx + pep /)z

In this notation, t is temperature, "ris time, x is the spatial coordinate, kx is the thermal conductivity as a
function of x, q'" is the generation term, p is the material density, and Cp is the material specific heat.

For regions away from material interfaces, where kx, P, and Cp can be treated as constants (we will return
later to treat specifically those interface regions) and with no generation term, the expression may be
simplified (deleting the subscript from k as it is now independent of position):

Dt

k V2t = pep _ (7)

Making use of the thermal diffusivity, ot= k/([9 Cp):
¢¢

V2t = & m_t (8)
aSx

Q

The Laplacian, V2t, has alternate implementations in rectangular and cylindrical coordinates (in the
radial direction, r):

11



V2t _)2t and V2t _)2t 1 _)t=_, = _+ (9)
_)x2 _.2 rar

respectively. Forthe cylindricalcase the heatequationbecomes:

-- = (lO)
_2 r_ (z_ ,

Note that the rectangularformmay be recoveredby setting the term l/r equal to zero for all space and
replacing r with x.

Using the interior node finite difference scheme representedin Figure6, spatial discretizationof this
equationusing centraldifferencing yields:

ti+l - 2ti + ti-1 + _l.ti-| "ti+l = 1 at

Ar2 ri 2Ar tz _; (11)

Temporal discretization is derived by use of the implicitmethod, giving:

ti+l - 2ti + ti-1 + 1 ti-! - ti+l I ti- t°ld= (12)
Ar2 ri 2Ar _ A_

ri

-_ 1 ,, 2 ..... i ..... N-1 N

T°° __i ° I__[ ° I _---qg

ri

1 2 ..... i-1 i i+l ..... N-1 N
i i ....

Too ° ° ° ° qg

Figure 6. Illustration of the Discrefization Scheme, With (Top) and Without Insolation Shield (Bottom)
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This expression can be rewritten for use in a tridiagonal matrix solution algorithm. The form is then:

2ri ) i+t _,¢xAx+2 ti +_Tr_'- ) i-I ---_xxi (13)

" The tridiagonal matrix solution algorithm is well documented (Press et al., 1989) and can be implemented
successively for transient solutions of the above representation of the conduction equation, on the interior
domain of any layer. The remaining equations required to specify the boundary conditions and to

• describe conduction at the material interfaces will also be implemented in a form compatible with the
tridiagonal solution routine. These equations are developed subseqdently.

3.2 Material Interfaces

Simulation of the heat conduction process at an interface between two adjacent layers can be performed
via a reformulated conduction equation that takes into account the change in material properties at the
discontinuity. Beginning with the general one-dimensional transient conduction equation in cylindrical
coordinates:

r kr-- = pCp
r -- (14)

We have againeliminated the volumetric source term, q'", thus it remains to evaluate the left-hand side of
the equation above. Figure 7 depicts the interface between two materials, generically referred to as
materials n and n+l. Considering a geometry of the form shown in Figure 7, with the node i located on
the actual interface, the term inside the parentheses in Equation 14 may be evaluated et the eastern and
western boundaries of the volume at node i.

i-1 i i+l

,q 'z//////_ _///////-/_z

<

_1--- _ _Arn+l-_

am+Ar.+,.
2

Figure 7. Illustration of the Interracial Node

An explicit statement of the terms present inside the derivative, and evaluated on the boundaries of the
interfacial volume are given in Table 2.w

Combining the terms to calculate the derivative at the cell center results in:

1 2 {I (Ar,,+_) t_+_-t_l [(__) t_rt___,l} Ot
r i k,+ t - r i + k, = OCt,_ (15)ri &rn +/)krn+1 2 Ar.+_
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Table 2. Quantities Evaluated on Each Side of Node i

.a

_t ,ti - tit! ti+! - ti

_r Arn Arn+l
It

ii ......

k kn kn+l
i

Arn Arn+l
r ri + --._- ri 2

Next, it is necessary to evaluate the density, p, and the specific heat, cp, for the interfac_al volume. Since
the density is a volumetric property, the density of each material at the interfacial element is proportional
to the volume of the material there, which in turn may be set equal to the differential length in each
direction. Thus:

= (PnArn +Pn+!Arn+i 1 (16)
fli _, Arn+Arn+ 1 )

Specific heat, however, is a mass-intensive property and must be evaluated based on the relative amount
of mass of each material present in the volume. Thus, each component of specific heat is proportional to
density multiplied by the differential length, and therefore:

Cpn Pn Arn +Ctm+l Pn+l Arn+l ] (17)Cpi = Pn Arn + Pn+l Arn+l

Substituting these expressions into the transient conduction equation for the interfacial node and
simplifying, yields:

l {[(2 1 ]kn+l(ti+l- ti)l_[( 2_ 1]kn(ti _ ti_1 )]}Arn +Arn+ 1 Arn+l ri __n +

_--(Cpn PR/M'R + CPn+lArn + _irn+l[_n+lArn+l )--_

The previous equation can be easily written in implicit form for use in the tridiagonal matrix solver which
is, in turn, used to calculate the time-dependent temperature variation over the entire thickness of the cask
wall. The form of this equation is:
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kn+! {ri 2 )ti+l+Arn+ Am+1 Arn+1

ti + (18)
. L_n+_.+I +i _n+_.+i At:(Am+_n+1,

-kn, {_.__rn+ _) ti.1= (cm Pn_n + cpn+lPn+1/_'n+1 told_n + _n+l _ A'_(Am + Arn+l)

Again, it is relevant to point out that in the case of a rectangular,planar system, the above equationcan be
used by setting 1/ri = O.

3.3 Boundary Conditions

As the subjectmodel is one-dimensionalandtime-accurate,it is necessaryto define two boundary
conditionsin additionto an initial condition. Since the dataof interest are calculatedonly after a truly
periodic transientcycle is achieved, the initial condition is arbitrary.Itremains, then, to illustratethe
formulationsof the interiorandexteriorboundaryconditions.

Insidethe cask is spent nuclearfuel thatgeneratesheat at a known rate. The actual generationrateis
variableand depends on thespecific composition of the fuel, the amountof time andthepower at whichit
was irradiated,and the amountof time since the fuel wasremoved fromthe reactor. In general,theheat
generationrateof any specific fu_-Ibundle will be calculablebased on the above known quantities. When
theheatgenerationrateof each bundle is known,the totalinteriorheatratecan be determinedby
summation. Finally, thequantityof interestto thecalculationof transienttemperatureprofileis just the
heatflux atthe interior surfaceof thecaskwall, qg". Thisquantityis calculatedby simply dividing the
totalheat generationrateby the totalsurfaceareaof thecaskinterior.

Once the interior heat flux has been calculated, it may be implemented in the computational algorithm in
a straightforward manner. Gebhart gives the following form of a general surface boundary condition,
with the node at the surface(Gebhart, 1993):

k-_-(tl - ts) + (q'" Ax } qs" pcpAxAx 2 + + h(t**-ts)= 2Ax (ts-¢1d) (19)

In Gebhart'snotation, the subscripts denotes the quantity at the surfacenode, h is the convection
coefficient, toois the ambient temperature,tl is the temperatureof the node adjacent to the surface, and
the surfaceheat flux is qs". The unnecessary terms may be eliminated and the nomenclaturecan be made
to resemble (revertingto the radial coodinate, r) the conventions used previously to give, in cylindrical
coordinates:

k(tN'l" tN)/2+ r--J+2 'Ar qg"-P cpAr28Ax(tN" t_d)(_+r-_). (20)

, Here we recognize the convention established in Figure 6, where the interior surface node is node N.
Again, by setting (llrN = 0) the equation for a planar wall may be recovered.

t The external surface of the spent fuel shipping cask is exposed to an ambient temperature, too,that results
in convective heat transfer proportional to the convection coefficient h. Additional energy is transferred
to the environment by thermal radiation, qa". Furthermore, the surface also absorbs incident solar
radiation, qr", that along with toowill be obtained from the data interpolations formulated in the previous
section.
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To develop the numericalformof the exteriorsurfaceboundarycondition,the general expressionis again
used. Thisequationis convertedto cylindricalcoordinates,andthe unnecessarytermis eliminated. The
equationbecomes:

k(t2_tl) _rrl(2 l)+qr,,_qa,,+h(t**_tl)=pepAr28Ax (tl _t_ld)(4Ar rtl) (21) '"

Node I is on me exteriorsurfaceandnode 2 is adjacent. The form of this equationis consistentwith *
Figure6 and(l/r I = 0) gives the Cartesianformulation. Whilethe convectionandsolar radiationterms
are definedby the datainterpolations,theambientthermalradiationterm, qa" is not, andthusneeds
furtherspecification.

The net thermal radiation,qij, exchanged between two grey surfaces, i and j, is given as (Incroperaand
DeWitt, 1981):

qij = Ai Fij O£ (tit- t4) (22)

whereai is the areaof surfacei, Fij is the view factorfrom i toj, eis the surfaceemissivity and ois the
Stefan-Boltzmannconstant. Since the view factorfromthe cask surfaceto the environmentis 1.0, and
since we requirea statement of theheat flux at i, theequation can be divided by area, Ai, and simplified to
yield:

q", = Oe (t_- tp) (23)

Since the equa:;onrequiresthe fourthpower of the local temperatureti, thisterm is nonlinearand will not
fit intothe tridiagonalmatrixsolutionalgorithm. Fortunately,this termmay be linearizedby taking
advantageof an explicit approximationof the local temperature,as follows. The radiation heat flux
equationcan be rewrittenby decompositionof the differencesquares:

q"i = Oe (_- t2) 1_ + t2) (24)

whichmay be further broken down to yield:

q"i = Oe (ti-tj} (ti + tj)(_ + _) (25)

Using the explicit temperatule for node i in the summation termsand the implicit value in the difference
term,we arriveat the linearized form:

q"i = Oe (¢ew_ tj)(t_ld + tj)(t_ ld2 + tj2) (26)

Use of this semi-implicit method in a transient simulation results in some additional error. Sensitivity
analyses have shown that if the surface temperature changes less than 5 K in each time step, the error is
less than 2% for the range of temperatures of interest in this application. Furthermore, if temperature
changes are reduced to 0.1 K per time step, a much more realistic value, the error drops to approximately
0.05%,which is within the uncertainty of the temperature data reported in the TMY.

When the insolation shield is a desired constituent of the analysis, an additional boundary condition must
be formulated. Additionally, the equation already derived for the surface of the cask must be modified.
The surface equation was given previously as:

D

k(t2-tl)(2-r_-)+ qr"-qa"+h(t,-tl)= pcpAr2 (tl-t_ld)(4-r_-)2 8 Ax (27)
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Now theconvection termis eliminated,as is the insolation term,andthe thermal radiationterm, qs", now
interactswith the insolationshield insteadof theenvironment.This resultsin a new form: •

In this equationthe cask surfaceis now node number2, andnode 3 (see Figure6) is its nearestneighbor0,
on the interiorof thecask wall.

The originalform of the surfaceequationmay be used as a startingpoint forthederivationof the shield
equation:

8 A_ (29)

Now node ] refersto the shield,andnode 2 to the casksurface. It is necessaryto adda radiationflux
termto accountfor the thermalradiationbetweenthe shield andcask surfacewhile eliminatingthe terms
representingconductionandtransientstorage,as the shield is takento possess negligible thermal mass
(ep = 0). This yields:

qr"- qa"- qs" + h (too-tl)= 0 (30)

The ambientand surfaceradiationheatfluxes, qa" andqs", areeasily approximatedby the radiantterm
linearizationas presentedpreviously,with the same attendanterror. The surfaceradiation heatflux, qa",
is defined fortwo infiniteparallelgrey surfacesas (Incroperaand DeWitt, 1981):

o14-¢)
q"i,j =1+1_ 1

ei Ej

This approximation is sufficient to describe the interaction of the shield and the cask surface, as the shield
should have very little radiation interaction with itself. The expression when converted to the linearized
form becomes:

" (32)
q i,j = 1+1_ 1

ei ej

This can be readily adapted into the requisite form for the tridiagonal matrix solver.

Together, the equations for the interior nodes, interfacial nodes, and boundarynodes constitute a complete
set of governing equations. When these equations are solved simultaneously over time, they yield the
transient temperature distribution throughout the cask wall.IB

3.4 Solution Routine

• The previous portion of this section was dedicatedto the derivationof the equationswhich will be used to
solve the one-dimensional transient heat conduction model in an implicit form. The present discussion
will address the implementation of these equations in a computer program designed to determine the
temperature variations, both spatial and temporal, in a multi-layer cask wall.
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Figure8 shows a flow chartdepictingthemacroscopicalgorithmforsolutionof the given simulation. In
the preprocessingphase, all arrayvariablesare initialized andthe inputdataare readfrom a file. Input
dataconsist of specificationsof the initialcondition,the problemgeometry,parametersthatspecify
certainoptions to be used in the solutionprocedure,thethermalpropertiesof the materialsof which the
cask is composed, andfinally, the datanecessaryto calculatethe interpolationsof theambient
temperatureand insolation. Duringthe initialization phase,the cFr coefficients are calculatedfromthe
temperatureandinso!ationinputdata. Following the initializationstep, the time stepis incrementedand o
calculationof the conductionsolution atthe firsttime stepbegins. The solution phasebegins by
calculatingtheboundaryconditionparametersfromtheir CFTcoefficients, for thecurrenttime. With
these parametersknown, theconstructionof thesolution matricesbegins. The tridiagonalmatrix ,
coefficients arethen calculated foreach node inthe wall. This set of linearequations is then solved by
decomposition and backsubstitution(Press et al., 1989). Oncethe matrix has been solved, it is necessary
to store the currentsolution. Furthermore,if the currenttime in the simulationhappensto be midnight,
the currentsolutionis additionallystoredin a separatearrayforlater use in determiningconvergence. If
thecurrenttimeis not midnight,the process returnsto the point that the timestep was incrementedand
the process repeats,using the same24-hrdiurnalcycle as the previous day.

Aftereach day'sworthof transientcalculations, theentire temperatureprofile in thewall atmidnightis
comparedto thatprofile that occurred24 hrearlier. This allows the determinationof whetherthe
transientsolutionhas become trulyperiodic. Periodicitywill always develop dueto the 24-hrperiodic
cycle imposedby theboundaryconditions. Whenthe maximumvariation(frommidnightto midnight)in
temperatureatevery node is less thana specified convergencecriterion,a steadyperiodic solution is said
to have been reached. Whenthis occurs, thecode post processes the solutiondata. If steady periodicity
has not yet been achieved, the code returnsto incrementthe time step againand to calculate the variation
forthenext whole day.
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4.0 VALIDATION AND BENCHMARKING

The computational procedure just described must be verified to ensure the correc_ess of its derivation as
well as its implementation. Two benchmark problems having analytical solutions have been examined.
The first benchmark problem addressed is a simple semi-infinite slab, initially at a uniform temperature to,

" that is exposed to a convective heat transfer process on its exposed surface. Given the ambient
temperature, t,., and the convection coefficient, h, as well as the material properties of the slab, k and a,
the temperature response in the slab after some finite time, Az, may be calculated from an analytically
derived formula.

The second benchmark problem concerns the same semi-infinite slab, again exposed to convection heat
transfer, but in this case the ambient temperature, to,, varies sinusoidally with a given period, m. An
analytical expression for the temperature variation within the slab exists as a function of time and distance
into the slab. Each of the two benchmark problems will be discussed at length, and a comparison of the
numerical and analytical solutions will follow in the subsequent sections. Figure 9 depicts the general
arrangement of both benchmark problems.

i1|1 r

X

Figure 9. A Semi-Infinite Slab Exposed to Convection

4.1 Semi.Infinite Constant-Temgerattire Convection Transient

The semi-infinite slab of Figure 9 is initially at temperature to. At time • = 0, the slab is exposed to a
convective heat flux at the surface x = 0. This heat flux is proportional to the difference between the
surface temperature t(O,z) and the constant ambient temperature, t_. To establish a convention for the
direction of the heat flux, it will be assumed that t, > to, such that heat flows into the slab. The slab
material has a constant thermal conductivity, k, and a constant thermal diffusivity, c_. Furthermore, the
convection coefficient, h, is given and is constant. The expected solution will be an asymptotic approach

' to the ambient temperature for any point within the slab, It is anticipated that the time constant for the
approach to the ambient temperature will be a function of the distance into the slab: the closer to the

, surface a point is, the faster its temperature will increase.

The expected form of the solution is confirmed by the analytical solution. The analytical solution to this
problem is presented in Gebhart (Gebhart, 1993). The temperature solution as a function of time, 7, and
position, x, is given as:
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,Ix,,t..to__--°_°(2-_)-oxp +k__' _c +h _>
Figure 10 presents a plot of the behavior of the analytical solution at several different values of time, _,
along with the numerical solutions at the corresponding times, calculated for a discretization with
Ax = 0.05 m, and AT= 100 s. These calculations were performed for a semi-infinite slab of steel:
k = 60.5 W/m/K, a= 1.77x10 -5,h = 10.0 W/m2/K. To simplify interpretation of the temperature t(x,¢), the
value of to -- 0.0, and t, = 1.0 so the nondimensional temperature is equivalent to the calculated t(x,_).
Figure 10 shows excellent agreement of the analytical and numerical solutions.
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Figure 10. Plot of Numerical and Analytical (*) Solutions of the First Benchmark Problem

Figure 11 displays a plot of the L2 error norms of the entire numerical solution over the full domain of
space and time (5 m in the x-direction, 24 hr in time, _). The error is calculated as a function of spatial
discretization, for several values of time step, by the following equation:

II ta-tn 112=A't Ax E E [ta(Xi,+j)-tn(Xi,q;j)] 2 (34)
XT j=1 i=l

The values X and T represent the spatial and temporal domain of the computation, the subscripts a and n
denote the analytical and numerical solutions, respectively, and the subscripts i and j represent the ith.
node and the jth time step. Figure 11 demonstrates the convergence of the Plgorithm for a sufficiently
small time step, and it is evident that the scheme will continue to approach _he analytical solution as the
number of nodes is increased and the time step is decreased. One notable feature of Figure 11 is the
increase in the L2 error norm when the spatial discretization is more refined than the temporal
discretization. This increase in error is due to the propagation of temporal error into the spatial solution.
For simulatiens performed with large time steps, the calculated solution is only an approximation of the
analytical solution. As the spatial discretization is continually refined, the algorithm calculates a more
and more exact spatial representation of an incorrect solution and hence ,the error increases beyond a
certain point. This effect can be combated, however, by ensuring that a sufficiently small time step is
used for whaL_.verspatial discretization is implemented.
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Figure 11. Plot of the L2 Error Norm for the First Benchmark Problem as a Function of Spatial
Discretization for Various Time Steps

For each of the above solutions, the semi-infinite slab is approximated by a slab 5 m in width, but the
simulations are not carried out past the time that temperature variations propagate beyond this distance. It
is evident that this does not occur until well past the 24-hr solution shown in Figure 10.

4.2 Semi-Infinite Sinusoidal Convection Transient

In this simulation, the semi-im_nite slab of Figure 9 is exposed for a long period of time to a fluid whose
temperature, t**,is sinusoidally varying with time. The equation representing this temperature oscillation
is def'med as:

t**(x)=[ +ta cos(cox) (35)

The amplitude of the variation is given as tQ,and its frequency is oJ. The slab is initially at the mean
temperature of the fluid, t throughout, so that the transient temperature approaches a constant value of i as
x approaches infinity, irrespective of time. Material properties in this problem are the same as those
def'med for the previous benchmark problem. The slab material has a constant thermal conductivity, k,
thermal diffusivity, a, and a convection coefficient, h. The expected solution is a sinusoidally varying
temperature whose amplitude decays with positiofi in the slab. Furthermore, the sinusoidal behavior
within the slab should exhibit a phase lag behind the ambient temperature.

' The analytical solution confirms the expected form of the solution. Gebhart again presents the analytical
solution to the problem (Gebhart, 1993). The temperature solution as a function of time, x, x position, and
the frequency of the oscillation, w, is given as:o

t(x,X) = t + a ta exp (-x _} cos !oft- x _ - b) (36)
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where

a-
c2+2c+1

2h

ThebehavioroftheanalyticalandcorrespondingnumericalsolutionsareshowninFigure12forseveral
differentvaluesoftime,I:,calculatedforadiscretizationwithAx- 0.0025m andA_= I00s.These
calculationswereperformedforasemi-infiniteslabofsteel,k= 60.5W/m/K,o_- 1.77xI0-5,
h- 10.0W/m2/K.Thevaluesneededtospecifytheambienttemperature,t,,aret= 300.0K,
ta---10.0K,and_o--2_x 24hr.Thephaseoftheambienttemperatureisspecifiedsuchthatthepeak
ambienttemperatureoccursatnoon.

TheplotinFigure12exhibitsseveralfeaturesofnote.Itcanl:eobservedthat,ofthefourtimesshown,
highlevelsofheatfluxintoandoutofthesurface(x= 0)occuratnoonandmidnight,respectively.This
isevidentbecausehighheatfluxintotheslabwillresultinalargenegativegradientintemperaturenear
thesurfaceoftheslab.Furthermore,whentheambienttemperaturehasreturnedto300K atboth6 A.M.
and6P.M.,thesurfacefluxisnearzero(theslopeofthetemperatureatthesurfaceisapproximately
zero),duetothesmalltemperaturedifferencebetweentheambientfluidandthesteelslab.Figure12also
demonstratesthelevelofaccuracyofthecomputationalalgorithm,asatmostpointsthenumerical
simulationcannotbedistinguishedfromtheanalyticalsolution.Forthisbenchmarkcase,thesemi-
infiniteslabisapproximatedbyaslab5m inwidth,thedatapresentedinFigure12demonstrates
graphicallythatsignificanttemperaturevariationsdonotpropagatebeyondthisdistance.
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Figure 12. Plot of Numerical and Analytical (*) Solutions of the Second Benchmark Problem
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Figure 13 shows the I.,2 errornorm of the entire numerical solution in space and time (over an entire 24-hr
cycle, and for the entire slab). The L2 norm of the error is again defined as:

J
X T j= 1 if I (38)
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Figure 13. Plot of the L2 Error Norm for the Second Benchmark Problem as a Function of
Spatial Discretization for Various Time Steps

The values X and T again represent the total length and time of the computation, respectively
(5 m and 24 hr), and the subscripts a and n denote the analytical and numerical solutions, respectively.
The L2 norm error is calculated as a function of spatial discretization for several time steps. Figure 13
demonstrates the convergence of the algorithm, and suggests that the scheme will approach a single
solution (equal to the analytical one) through subsequent refinement of spatial and temporal
discretization. The problem of unmatched spatial and temporal discretizations, which was evidenced in
Figure 11 for the first benchmark,doesnot arise here because of the periodicity of the solution. The
second benchmark problem is not susceptible to temporal error propagation because the continual
repetition of the boundary conditions allows this type of error to die away with time. The temporal error
effectively becomes part of the residual, which is forced to a small value by the convergence criterion.

, The temporal error is seen to propagate into the spatial solution; however, this effect is manifested in the
form of a decrease in the magnitude of the slope of the error curve in Figure 13 when the spatial
discretization is more refined than the temporal discretization. It is reassuring to note that the error

. increase of Figure 11 will not arise in the solutions of the normal day problems that are presented in the
subsequent section, due again to the periodic nature of these problems, and the opportunity for error
diminution that is afforded by the residual minimization and convergence scheme.
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5.0 RESULTS

The computational method developed in the foregoing portions of this report was used to compare the
thermal effects that the realistic diurnal ambient temperature and insolation cycle caused, to the thermal
condition resulting from the application of the regulatory ambient condition of 10 CFR 71 for two typical

,, cask configurations. These cask configurations were examined to determine the values of emissivity of
the shield and cask surface that resulted in the most compromising temperature profile comparison.
These tests were then used to establish a base case analysis to which all subsequent runs are compared.

, Series of calculations were then made to determine the effect of planar geometry, neutron shield material,
neutron shield thickness, and convection coefficient on the solutions for the two general configurations.
These calculations are detailed in ensuing discussions in this report. A description of the general cask
geometries follows.

Since current spent fuel shipping cask designs are of two general types and sizes as dictated by the two
major methods of transportation, road and rail, it was determined that examination of a generic truck cask
(TC) as well as a generic rail cask (RC) was in order. The generic truck cask is based on the General
Atomics GA-4 design (GA Report #910353/0), and a schematic diagram of the wall design appears in
Figure 14. The cask wall of this design consists of five laminations, three of stainless steel (SS1), and one
each of depleted uranium (DU) and polypropylene (POLY). The stainless steel serves primarily as
structural support, while the polypropylene is a neutron shield, and the depleted uranium acts as a gamma
barrier. Figure 14, while not to scale, shows the dimensions of the cask wall as implemented in the
subsequent analyses.

11.43 cm Concrete w/Cu (C/Cu)

11.43 cm Pb

Radius --104.14cm

4.445 cm SS2 2.54 cm SS2

Drawingnot to Scale
it'

Figure 14. Schematic Drawing of Generic Truck Cask Wall
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The rail cask configuration is shown in Figure 15, and is based on the Babcock & Wilcox BR-100 design
(B&W Report #51-1203400-01). The RC wall consists of four laminations, two of which are a slightly
different alloy of stainless steel from that used in the TC, hereafter referred to as SS2. The neutron shield
of the RC is composed of concrete containing copper fins (denoted subsequently as C/Cu) to aide the
transfer of heat away from the spent fuel. The gamma shield is lead (Pb). The dimensions of the various
laminations as well as the cask radius, appear in Figure 15.

I¢

11.43 cm Concrete w/Cu (C/Cu)

11.43 cm Pb

Radius =104.14 cm

4.445 cm SS _ 2.54 cm SS2

Drawing not to Scale

Figure 15. Schematic Drawing of Generic Rail Cask Wall

I

The thermal properties of the various materials are central to the analysis which follows, so they are given
explicitly in Table 3. Table 3 also includes thermal properties for two neutron shield materials that will
be used in a later portion of this report, those of liquid water (H20), nominally at 300 K, and plain o
concrete, without copper fins (CNF). A variety of other data are necessary in order to run the computer
code as described. These quantities and their assumed values are identified in Table 4. Justification of
each of the assumed values is discussed below.
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Table 3. Thernml Properties of Materials

.... ' _'T_al ....................... Heat Thermal
Conductivity Density Capacity Diffusivity

(W/m/K) .I ,(kg/m3) i (J/kg/K) Im21s)lliiiiii] i I "f '' '"' " II

• SSI 13.85 7888.7 460.44 3.813x10"6

SS2 15.95 8027.0 502.3 3.956x 10-6
_t

DU 25.54 19293 131.85 1.004x 10-5
II I I II Illlll IImill IIl ll

I

Pb 35.13 11340 125.57 2.467x10-5
.................... ,

POLY 0.1454 94I.11 1925.5 8.024x10-8

C/Cu 16.45 1849.0 2164.0 4.11Ix10-6

H20 0.613 997.01 4179.01 1.471xi0"7.....

CNF 1.40 2300.0 880.0 6.917x10-7.......

Table 4. Additional Parameters

llll ,l,,,,
II

Parameter II Value
, iii[ i ,i, i i,i

InitialTemperaturePronle 350K
ConvectionCoefficient 10W/m2/K

InteriorFlux 100W/m 2

Conver,genceCriterion 0.01K/Day

TimeStep I0s

The initial temperature profile, as statedpreviously, is arbitrarybecause the code is run until the
convergence criterion is met, at which time all residualeffects resulting from the choice of initial
condition will have died away. The value of 350 K was chosen in order to minimize the computational
time needed to reach the converged state.

The convection coefficient, h = 10 W/m2/K, is a frequently cited value for natural convection from
horizontal plates (Brown et al., 1992) (Incropera and DeWitt, 1981). However, since the convection
coefficient governs the ease that heat leaves the solar shield, it is expected that large variations in h may
have significant effects on the behavior of the cask surface when comparing the regulatory and realistic
solutions. A brief study will be undertaken subsequently to determine the extent of this effect.

The interior heat flux arises due to the decay heat of the spent fuel inside the container. While the RC is
expected to have much more spent fuel, and hence much greater decay heat production than the TC,
100 W/m2 is applied uniformly to the regulatory and realistic simulations. Because of the uniform and

° constant nature of this parameter, it is expected that while a variation in decay heat load will change both
the realistic and regulatory solutions, it will change them proportionately so that the comparison of the
two sets of ambient conditions will not be changed when the decay heat varies.

The convergence criterion and time step are purely computational parameters that also apply uniformly to
the regulatory and realistic simulations; however, since they directly affect the accuracy of the
simulations, it is important that they are well specified. The convergence criterion is chosen to be 0.01 K
in variation when the result at midnight is compared to the result exactly 24 hr earlier. This value is
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sufficiently small to ensure that large-scale transients have diminished and the solution has reached a
steady diurnal variation,

The time step is 10 s, a value shown to be sufficiently small for the spatial discretization (approximately
300 nodes) in the foregoing benchmarking section. The radiation linearization is also most accurate for
small time steps; a time step of 10 s fixes the maximum temperature variation at less than 0.1 K per step,
which in turnresults in errors of less than 0.05% for the linearization. Finally, it is noted that using a 10 s •
time step, in combination with a convergence criterion of 0.01 K per day results in a step-to-step
convergence level of less than 2.0 x 10-o, a very restrictive condition, which in some cases took the
algorithm more than 30 simulation days to reach.

5.1 Shield Results

The emissivities of the cask surface and the solar shield are not well known quantities, as emissivity may
vary considerably with material type and surface characteristics. It is expected that, in general,
emissivities of the cask surface and shield will exist in the range 0.3 to 1.0. Furthermore, because the
emissivity is intimately coupled to the heat transfer between the cask surface, the solar shield, and the
environment, it is expected that varying the emissivities will have a similar effect to varying the
convection coefficient. Differences in the emissivities will cause a variation in the importance of the
transient behavior to the overall maximum temperature profile, which may change the behavior of the
realistic solution significantly when compared to the regulatory solution. This is demonstrated below.

Figure 16 shows the bounding temperature profiles of the realistic simulation throughout the wall of the
TC, and the profile that results from application of the regulatory condition of 10 CFR 71, for the
simulation involving cask and shield emissivities equal to 1.0. Similar plots are shown in Figure 17 for
grey surfaces with emissivities both equal to 0.3. The realistic profiles arc calculated by monitoring the
temperatures throughout the problem domain on the final, converged day of the simulation, and without
regard to time of day, recording the minimum and maximum temperatures for each node in the solution.
The regulatory condition is truly steady-state, so no such bounding solutions are necessary. The
maximum, minimum, and regulatory values of the ambient temperature and shield temperature are also
displayed in the plot; however, little attention should be paid to the x-coordinates of these data points, as
their spatial positions are not strictly specified. The relative positions of these points are correctly
represented, as the x = 0.0 position corresponds to the cask surface so the shield is at a position less than
zero, and the ambient condition is even further to the left. These data points arc included in all
subsequent plots, where applicable, but will no longer be explicitly labeled.
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Figure 16. Truck Cask, Black Shield, Black Surface
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Figure 17. Truck Cask, Grey Shield, Grey Surface

It is crucial to point out that although these calculations have been carried out with very realistic ambient
conditions and cask designs, one critical component of these calculations is considered arbitrarywith re-
gard to the intended focus of this analysis. As described earlier, the application of the heat load emanat-
ing from the spent fuel will not change the relative profiles of the realistic and regulatory cases even if the
heat load is varied drastically. However, variation of the heat source will change the magnitudes of the
temperatures within the cask wails c]uitesignificantly. Thus it must be noted that the temperature profiles
calculated for discussion is this sectton are to be viewed only with regard to comparisons of the relative
effects of the realistic and regulatory conditions, and should not in any way be construed as predictions of
actual temperatures in transport situations. Therefore, if any specific temperature within any cask wall is
shown as exceeding the specific regulatory guidelines for the temperatures of correspo.nding cask compo-
nents, this must not be taken as a weakness of the cask design, the computational algorithm, or of this
analysis. The calculations that demonstrate compliance with specific temperature re_lations are the
domain of cask manufacturers and are wholly outside the scope of this report.

The general behavior demonstrated in Figure 16 is typical of most solutions for the TC. The amplitude of
the diurnal thermal wave is illustrated by the bounding minimum and maximum curves. It can be seen
that the amplitude of the thermal wave decreases sharply in the region corresponding to the POLY
neutron shield. This is due to the wave-attenuating effect of materials with small thermal conductivities.
Similarly, the slope of the curve increases dramatically through this same region, also due to the low
conductivity of the POLY. The immediately obvious information demonstrated by Figure 16 is that, for
at least part of the day, the temperature in the outer regions of the cask wall exceeds the temperature that
is predicted when the regulatory condition is applied. However, in the regions inside the neutron shield,
and for most of the neutron shield itself, the maximum temperature is bounded by the regulatory
condition. This behavior is reiterated in Figure 17; however, a noteworthy feature of Figure 17 is that the

• region where the maximum temperature exceeds the regulatory one is slightly larger than for the black
case of Figure 16.

. Figures 18 and 19 are also calculations using the TC configuration, but for cases of a grey shield and
black surface, and black shield and grey surface, respectively. The goal of performing analyses on all
these permutations of shield and surface emissivities is to find the case in which the maximum portion of
the cask wall is exposed to temperatures exceeding the regulatory c_lculation. It is evident from
comparing Figures 16 through 19 that while all four cases exhibit similar characteristics, the worst case
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is thatillustratedin Figure 19,a TC witha blackshield anda grey surface. This case seems not only to
involve the largestportionof caskabove the regulatorytemperature,butalso to involve the smallest
marginof compliancein the Interiorregionof thecask, where the maximumtemperatureis somewhat less
than 20 K below the regulatorycondition,in comparisonto 20 to 30 K for theothercases. The term
"marginof compliance" refers to the temperaturedifferencethat the regulatorysolutionexceeds the
realistic solution atthe interiorboundaryof the cask wall. Thus Figure 19 is identifiedas thebase case
for the remainderof theTC analysis,since it representssomethingof a worst-casescenarioforthe
emissivity conditions. The temporalvariationof this basecase will be examined subsequently.
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Figure 18. Truck Cask, Grey Shield, Black Surface
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l_[uoreS20 through 23 were derived by performance of the identical set of permutative analyses for the
fFigure 15. This set of figures exhibits remarkably different characteristic temperature profiles as

compared to those of the TC discussed previously. The rather high thermal conductivity of the C/Cu
neutron shield leads not only to a decrease in the thermal wave attenuation of the wali, trotit also allows
the entire mass of the cask wall to absorb the energy associated with the thermal waves. The end result of
these phenomena is that the entire cask wall lies below the calculated regulatory profile. The only place

, that the realistic maximum exceeds the regulatory profile is at the solar shield itself, and only for the black
case (Figure 20). Also of note is the very small slope of the temperature profiles in each of the figures;
this a direct result of the high thermal conductivity across the entire wall. Comparing the compliance

, margins of the various cases again reveals that the black shield, grey surface case of Figure 23 has the
smallest margin, about 12 K compared to 14 to 20 K for the other cases. The black shield, grey surface
case is therefore identified as the base case for subsequent RC analysis.
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Figure 20. Rail Cask, Black Shield, Black Surface
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Figure 22. Rail Cask, Grey Shield, Black Surface
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Figures 24 and 25 show the results of similar calculations performed for the TC and RC, respectively, this
time without any solar shield. These computations were performed in order to demonstrate the limiting
nature of the base case scenarios. It is observed in Figure 24 that the temperature profile across the wall is
similar to those previously calculated, and that the maximum does not exceed the regulation in as much of
the neutron shield as the base case; furthermore,the margin of compliance on the interior is well over
25 K. Figure 25 is much like the previous RC figures, and it is observed that the margin is approximately

, 17 K, so the shielded case is far more severe.

Having confirmed the two base cases (one each for the TC and RC), these cases will be examined
, temporally in order to more explicitly demonstrate the meaning of the spatial plots.
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5.2 Base Results

To illustrate how the temperature profiles of the previous section were generated, and to further
demonstrate the base-case analyses, Figures 26 and 27 have been produced. Each of these figures shows
the variation of temperature over a f_l124 hr for the ambiientcondition, solar shield, cask surface and cask
back face for the regulatory and realistic conditions. Figure 26 presents this data for the generic track
cask, Figure 27 the rail cask.
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Figure 26. Truck Cask, Base Case, Diurnal Variation for Realistic Simulation and Regulatory
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It is interesting to note in Figure 26 that the peak shield temperature occurs just after noon, solar time,
while the ambient temperature peak is at 4 P.M. This indicates that insolation dominates the
environmental heat transfer effects, and that the high solar flux is _trictly responsible for the brief period
the shield and cask surface exceed the regulatory solution. The cask surface is seen to vary essentially in
phase with the solar shield temperature. This is due to the inability of the surface to permeate thermal
energy freely to the greatest portion of the thermal mass of the cask, due to the insulating neutron shield.

• The plot in Figure 26 also demonstrates that the back face never exceeds the regulatory solution in the
base case. Furthermore, the peak back face temperature occurs at approximately midnight, which implies
that the thermal waves require a full 12 hr to propagate through the TC wall.

It

Figure 27 demonstrates explicitly some of the key features of the RC wall design. The main feature of the
RC, its higher thermal conductivity neutron shield, causes two major changes in the phase shift of the
propagating thermal waves. First, the ability of the cask surface to communicate with the entire cask wall
thermal mass allows the peak temperature of the surface to occur about 3 hr after the peak solar shield
temperature.

Additionally, the back face temperature is now more closely in phase with the surface temperature, with a
phase lag of about 2 hr, because of the small time constant of the composite wall. The importance of
these effects is that the entire cask wall absorbs and diminishes the effect of the diurnal transient, so that
the surface temperature is now much lower than the regulatory temperature, at all times.

5.3 Geometry Results

As the computational algorithm has been written in a form that allows calculations to be performed in
either Cartesian or radial coordinates, a calculation of each base case has been performed in order to judge
the relative importance of the geometrical scheme to the solution. Figures 28 and 29 display the planar
geometry solutions for the base cases of the TC and RC, respectively. The differences between these
figures and the radial base cases (Figures 19 and 23) are rather slight. The major difference is that in both
plots the temperatures across the entire profile are lower in the radial case. "INs effect is explained by the
fact that in the radial case the heat transfer area increases as one proceeds outward from the internal
boundary where the flux condition is enforced. The increase in area forces a decreased gradient for the
same heat rate; therefore, temperatures in the interior are lower in radial geometry than in planar
geometry, where the heat transfer area is constant throughout the wall.
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Figure 28. Truck Cask, Base Case, Planar Geometry
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Figure 29. Rail Cask, Base Case, Planar Geometry

While the specific temperature values and gradients are seen to increase, the feature of interest, namely
the relative behavior of the maximum and regulatory temperatures, goes largely unchanged in the planar
geometry results. In Figure 28, the TC plot, the maximum and regulatory temperature profiles cross in
nearly the same location as in Figure 19, and at the interior the temperature difference is essentially the
same, slightly less than 20 K. Similar observations can be made in comparing Figures 29 and 23. The
temperature differences are practically identical throughout the cask, although there is some small
difference in the thermal gradients due to the change in geometry, which accounts for the rather
insignificant differences in the compliance margin.

5.4 Materials Results

Transportation of commercial spent nuclear fuel has not yet begun in earnest. While several cask designs
have been finalized, others may yet be contemplated. To prepare for the possibility of cask designs that
do not resemble the generic TC or RC designs already presented, this section and the subsequent one will
investigate the use of alternative cask wall configurations. Since the neutron shield has been identified as
the key component dictating the thermal response of the cask to ambient conditions, this section will
concentrate on the use of different types of neutron shield and evaluate their impact on the comparison
between realistic and regulatory ambient conditions. These evaluations are oversimplified by their failure
to take into account the neutron attenuation factor of each material. In fact, it is assumed for the purpose
of these calculations that the thickness of each material is the same, thus maintaining the original
geometry, and only varying material properties. The impact of variations in the thickness of the neutron
shield will be discussed in a subsequent section.

Beginning with the TC model described previously, analyses were made replacing the POLY neutron
shield with C/Cu, H20, and CNF in turn. The temperature profiles resulting from these calculations are
found in Figures 30, 31, and 32, respectively.
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Figure 30. Truck Cask, C/Cu Neutron Shield
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Figure 32. Truck Cask, CNF Neutron Shield

Figure 30, the TC with a C/Cu shield, has a profile very similar to the base case for the RC. This is
strictly due to the use of the same neutron shield. It is obvious from this example that the use of C/Cu
will ensure that temperatures in a realistic simulation for a TC will not exceed those calculated under the
steady-state regulatory condition. The use of water, depicted in Figure 31, shows that while shield and
surface temperatures for the TC may lie above the regulatory condition, in general the response is more
favorable than that calculated when using the nominal POLY neutron shield. Figure 32 demonstrates that
the use of plain concrete as the neutron shield in the TC also results in maximum temperatures lower than
the regulation, except for at the solar shield, where the peak temperature exceeds the regulation,
presumably during the early afternoon. Because all of the alternative neutron shields compare favorably
to the base case, when shield thicknesses are varied subsequently, the original POLY shield will be
examined.

The RC geometry was also revisited, this time with POLY, H20 and CNF neutron shields, in Figures 33,
34 and 35. Figure 33 depicts the solution for the generic RC design with an equal thickness of POLY
neutron shield substituted for the original C/Cu one. It is evident that the regulatory condition and
realistic conditions produce nearly identical maximum temperatures through the steel shell at the surface,
and that interior realistic temperatures are less than the regulation throughout. The main difference
between this thermal profile and that of the TC base case is that the 4-cm steel shell at the surface is
capable of storing much more heat than the 0.5-cm shell of the TC. The storage capacity allows
depression of the peak temperature to levels much closer to the regulatory value. This effect was
observed by Brown in the study of steel plates of varying thickness (Brown et al., 1992). When H20 and
CNF are substituted for the C/Cu neutron shield, the results are quite similar. In these cases, depicted in
Figures 34 and 35, the maximum solar shield temperatures do exceed the regulation solution; however,
throughout the entire wall the maximum temperatures are well below the regulatorysolutions. In the
interest of performing an increased level of analysis on one of the other possible shield materials in the
RC configuration, the CNF shield will be examined in the subsequent section in order to determine the
effect of varying the shield thickness on the cask response. The concrete shield was chosen because the
POLY shield will be studied in the TC configuration, and liquid water is not as likely a candidate for
actual use in RC designs. Furthermore, it seems well established that the C/Cu shield has no difficulties
in complying with the corresponding regulatory solution. This leaves the CNF shield as the best choice
for further work.
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Figure 33. Rail Cask, POLY Neutron Shield
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Figure34. RailCask,H20 NeutronShield
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Figure 35. Rail Cask, CNF Neutron Shield

5.5 Neutron Shield Thickness Results

This section shows the result of varying the neutron shield thickness. It has been demonstrated that the
neutron shield is the most fundamental component in the determination of the overall cask thermal
response to diurnal ambient conditions. It has also been shown that the neutron shield material has a great
impact on the cask response. Having selected two materials for examination in the two cask
configurations, it remains to demonstrate the dependence of the cask response upon neutron shield
thickness. The analyses have been performed by varying the neutron shield thickness while maintaining
the cask wall thickness as a whole. The outer layer of steel is kept at its original dimension, so that when
the neutron shield thickness is increased, the interior laminations (steel and gamma shield) get smaller,
but stay in proportion to one another. Nine cases were performed for each cask configuration, and the
results of these cases are plotted in Figures 36 through 40.

Since it has already been demonstrated that the areas of interest for these cask designs are the solar shield
and cask surface, as the interior temperatures invariably meet the regulatory condition, the temperature
differences at these locations are plotted as a function of neutron shield thickness. Figure 36 displays the
difference between the maximum shield temperature as calculated in the realistic simulation and under the
regulatory condition. The cask is of the TC design, with a POLY neutron shield whose thickness is varied
between 2.0 cm and 17.0 cm. The temperature difference is at a maximum between 6.0 and 7.0 cm;
however, the most notable fact is that the temperature difference does not vary much over the specified
range of thicknesses. This suggests the conclusion that regardless of its thickness, once POLY shielding
has been chosen for use in the given TC configuration, a maximum temperature disparity of around 15 K
will exist at the solar shield. The plot in Figure 37 shows the temperature disparity at the cask surface,
and it shows the same behavior as Figure 36, but with a typical temperature difference of 12 K. Because
the regulatory and maximum temperature profiles are seen to cross in the outer layers of the neutron o
shield, a plot of the distance into the shield at which the crossing takes place versus shield thickness was
thought to be of value. Figure 38 identifies the thickness of neutron shield material in which the
maximum temperature exceeds the regulatory solution. This value is seen to peak at 2.2 cm for a 9-cm
POLY shield and dwindle slowly for shields of larger thicknesses.
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Figure39showsthevariationofsolarshieldtemperaturedifferencefortheRC configurationwitha
neutronshieldofCNF. Thepeaktemperaturedifferenceof3.5K intheplotoccursat20cm ofshield
materialandcontinuestoincreaseslowlyfromthere.Thefeatureofnoteishowlittlethetemperature
differenceactuallyvaries(1.0-3.5K)withlargechangesintheshieldthickness(2-25cm).In
Figure40thetemperaturedifferenceatthecasksurfaceisplotted.Inthisplot,thevaluesoftemperature
differencearenegativebecausethemaximumsurfacetemperatureislowerthantheregulatorysolution.
Becausethesurfacetemperatureisincompliance,thetemperatureprofilesdonotcross,hencenoanalog
ofFigure38canbeplottedfortheRC.

5.6 Convection Remits

In orderto demonstratethe variationof the difference in temperatureprofile of the maximumand
regulatory solutions with respect to convectioncoefficient, h, Figures41 and 42 have been created. These
figures plot the difference between the maximumand regulatorysolutions(tmaxreal"treg)at the solar
shield, cask surface, and the back face of the cask wall. The simulationswere performe/]for the TC and
RC base configurations,for h = 1, 10, and 100. Figure41 shows that the TC surfaceand shield will not
exceed the regulatory calculationby morethan 15 K and that the back face will neverbe in violation over
this large rangeof convectioncoefficients. It is observedthat the temperaturedifferencesof Figure42 are
fairlylinearwhen plotted againstthe logarithmof the convectioncoefficient. Extrapolationof the curves
allows the predictionthat the cask wall maximumtemperaturewill exceed the regulatoryprofile for
values of h just greaterthan 100 W/m2/K. This is appropriate,because large valuesof h mean that the
oscillating ambienttemperaturewaves are permeatedwith greatease into the wall interior. The case of a
high h value, however, is not conservative from the perspective of heat dissipation;therefore, in actual
cask design analyses, it is expected that small values of h will be used, and so these analyses will not be
susceptible to inadequate regulatory conditions.

al,
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6.0 CONCLUSIONS

The previous sections of this report describe the development of a computational method for use in the
transient thermal analysis of spent fuel shipping container walls. This method was developed in order to

,_, compare the effects of the 10 CFR 71 specified normal day conditions with those effects caused when a
container is subjected to realistic thermal conditions that might be present on a hot day in the contiguous
United States, The body of the report develops in detail the specification of these realistic hot day

, conditions, the way that they were applied to the numerical model, and the benclunarking of that model.
Finally, the report presents and interprets the results of many numerical analyses that were performed in
order to compare the effects of the 10 CFR 71 normal conditions with those instigated by the realistic hot
day conditions. In this section, these resvlts will be summarized, conclusions will be drawn, and
recommendations will be made as to the course of future study and to the suggested use of the data
presented here.

6,1 Remits Summary

Simulations were performed in order to gauge the effect of variations in the cask and shield emissivity,
the removal of the solar shield, the use of planar geometry, the use of different neutron shield materials,
the variation in width of the neutron shie,td, and the variation of the convection coefficient. All these
simulations were performed on two different generic cask designs: the TC of Figure 14 and the RC of
Figure 15.

A base case for the TC was selected by determining the worst combination of solar shield and surface
emissivities; therefore, all subsequent evaluations were performed with a black solar shield and a grey
cask surface. In general, the TC was found to respond to the realistic conditions in such a way that the
solar shield and the layer of stainless steel on the surface of the cask exceeded the temperatures predicted
by the regulatory condition for a period of about 4 hr during the afternoon. At some point within the
POLY neutron shield, however, the regulatory and maximum realistic temperature profiles were seen to
cross and the remainder of the interior of the wall was well below the temperature predicted when the
regulatory condition was applied, regardless of the time of day. This general statement of the result
applies to every case involving the TC (whether varying the convection coefficient, changing to Cartesian
geometry, or the thickness of the POLY shield), except when the neutron shield material was changed.
When the neutron shield material was varied, it was found that the poly shield was the worst scenario, as
in this case the greatest amount of wall thickness was at a higher temperature than the regulatory
calculation.

The RC design was also found to have a single, generally applicable result. Because of the superior
thermal conductivity of the RC's C/Cu neutron shield, the heat conduction pathway was found to be
nearly isothermal with respect to the spatial coordinate. Furthermore, the entire cask wall was found to
vary in temperature in a range well below the regulatory solution. The single exception to this
generalization was at the solar shield itself where, for a few cases, the temperature during a short period in
the afternoon was found to exceed the regulatory calculation. When the neutron shield material was
varied the same result was found except when the shield was changed to POLY, where results resembling
the TC were encountered. Finally, it was found that for convection coefficients larger than 100 W/m2/K
the entire RC cask wall may exceed the regulatory solution for .some portion of the day.

6.2

, The simulations performed in the course of this analysis have consistently and uniformly shown that the
interior maximum wall temperatures of both the TC and RC fall well below those predicted when the
regulatory normal conditions of 10 CFR 71 are used. It has been shown that maximum temperatures near

, the surface of some cask designs and at the solar shield occasionally lie slightly above the regulatory
prediction. These temperature differences are small enough that it is expected that normal conservative
allowances will correct for any potential violations. Furthermore, it is pointed out that the "realistic"
conditions used in this study contain some degree of embedded conservatism as the temperature condition
and the insolation condition are taken from two different locations, each the worst case out of all the
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availabledata. This means thatwhileeitherconditionmay be encounteredin principle,both conditions
have neverbeenobserved to occur simultaneously. This conservativityenforcesthe calculatedsolutions
as worstease limitations.

The analyses have made it clearthatdiurnaltemperaturevariationsthat penetrate thecask wall all have
maxima substantiallyless than thecorrespondingregulatorysolutions. Therefore it is certain thatvital
cask struct_aralcomponentslocated interiorto the neutronshieldingand the spent fuel itself will not ._
exceed the temperatures calculatedby use of theconditionsof 10 CFR71. However, this is not
necessarilythecase with regardto the outerregions of thecask wall. Therefore, some cautionmustbe
used in theevaluationof cask designs whereexternaltemperaturespredictedusingthe 10 CFR71
conditionsareclose to regulatorylimits, Particularlyof interest is the temperature_striction involving
the accessible surfaceof the cask. Caremust betakento ensurematproperlevels ot conservausmare
used in such calculations, or it is conceivablethat actualcasks thatmeet the accessible surfacelimitation
underthe regulatorynormalday conditionsmay fail to meet the sameconditionundercircumstances
involving realdays withextreme temperaturesand high insolation levels.

Finally, thekey factorin determiningthecask responseto ambientconditionsis _e materialcomposition
of the neutronshield. Unlike typicalstructuralmaterials(metals), and gamma shields(heavy metals),
neutronshieldscan be madeof a largevarietyof materials,havinga wide rangeof thermal properties.
Investigationsusing fourpotential shieldchoices, POLY, C/Cu,H20 and CNF, revealeda largevariation
incask response between the materials. Furthermore,it was foundthat POLYis the mostlimiting case as
it may cause external transienttemperaturesto exceed those calculatedusingthe regulatorynormal
conditionby the largestmarginobserved,although internal temperaturesremainbelow those predicted
fortheregulatorycondition.

6.3 Recommendations

Since this studywasconcernedprimarilywithevaluationof thegenericTC andRCdesigns andthe
variationsin these designs thatwere derived by replacingthe neutronshield materials, it is conceivable
that a radicaldeparturefrom theconsidered designs or neutronshield materialsmay make the conclusions
of this worktenuous. However,if the cask materialthermal propertiesareno poorer than those of POLY,
and the cask consistsof concentriccylindricalor planarlaminations,it is quite likely that the phenomena
observedin this study are directly applicableto the situationof interest. In the absenceof such design
departures,it is recommendedthatadditionalrealistic analyses not be performed. Such calculationsare
burdensome, and as this evaluationhasshown, unnecessary, because the differences between the
maximum realistic temperature and the regulatory profile are much smaller than typical conservative
assumptions. Hence, it is recommended that the results of this study be considered valid until cask
designs using inapplicable geometries or materials are proposed. At such time, the computational
algorithm used here may be easily adapted to undertaking additional studies.
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program insolation
c

c Solves a one dimensional transient conduction problem
c with radiationconvection boundary condition. Utilizes
c Semi-implicit linearization of Stefan-Boltzmann equation.
c Simulates a container with multiple layers of materials.
c Radiation and Temperature Data culled from the Typical
c Meteorological Year compiled by the National Climatic Data
c Center. Radiation for the maximum global insolation to a
c tilted surface. Temperature Data From TMY for Yuma, Arizona,
c 7/10
C

C

c Steven J Manson
c
c July, 1993
C

C______________

C

implicit double precision (a-h,o-z)
c
c Parameters Defined:
c

c i1 = Number of Layers of Different Materials
c im = Maximum Number of Nodes in any Layer
C

parameter (ii = 5, im = 500, two = 2.0dO,one = 1.0d0,
+ zip = 0.0d0)

c

c Array Definitions:
C

c x(i,j) = the spatial coordinate of the jth node in the ith layer
c t(i,j) = the temperature of the jth node in the ith layer, K
c tZ4(i,j) = the temperature of the ith,jth node at midnight, K
c tmin(i,j) = the minimum t of the ith,jth node during current day
c tmax(i,j) = the maximum t of the ith,jth node during current day
c n(i) = the number of nodes in the ith layer
c con(i) = the thermal conductivity of the ith layer, W/m/K
c all(i) = the thermal diffusivity of the ith layer, m2/s
c wid(i) = the width of the ith layer, m
c dx(i) = the node spacing in the ith layer
c rl(i,j) = the invc,_seof the radial position of the i,j node, m
c sr(k) = the kth fourier cosine coef of the radiation heat flux
c st(k) = the kth fourier cosine coef of the external temperature
c a,b,c,f,z = matrices necessary for solution of the implicit
c heat conduction equation
C

dimension x(il,im),t(il,im),con(il),alf(il),wid(il),n(il),
+ dx(il),a(il*im),b(i1*im),c(i1*im),f(i1*im),z(i1*im),
+ tZ4(it,im),tmin(il,im),tmax(il,im),sr(48),st(48), rl(il,im)
logical shield

c

c Initiate Preprocessor
C
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write(*,*)' preprocessing'
call prep(il,im,x,t,n,con,alf,wid,a,b,c,f,z,dx,nn,

+ conv,maxday,dt,ill,h,flux,sr,st,rl,shield,tsh,ec,es)
C

c Solve Conduction until Steady Variation Achieved
C

write(*,*)' processing'
call proc(il,im,x,t,n,con,alf,wid,a,b,c,f,z,dx,nn,
+ conv,maxday,dt,ill,h,flux,tZ4,tmin,tmax,
+ sr,st,rl,shield,tsh,ec,es,tshmin,tshmax)

C

c PostprocessResults
c

write(*,*)'postprocessing'
colt post(il,im,x,t,n,tmin,tmax,ilt,tshmin,tshmax)

C

C

stop
end

C

C

C

subroutineprep(il,im,x,t,n,con,alf,wid,a,b,c,f,z,dx,nn,
+ conv,maxday,dt,ill,h,flux,sr,st,rl,shield,tsh,ec,es)

C

C

implicitdouble precision(a-h,o-z)
parameter(zip = 0.0d0, one = 1.0d0,two = 2.0d0)
dimensionx(il,im),t(il,im),con(il),aIF(il),wid(il),nCil),
+ a(il*im),b(il*im),c(il*im),f(il*im),z(i1*im),dxCil),
+ r(48),sr(48),tex(48),st(48),rl(il,im)
logical shield

c
c Open Input File
c

open(unit= iS,file= 'so1.dat',status= 'old')
c
c Read Input Data
C

reod(15,90)i11,tO, h, flux
c write(*,*)itl,tO, h, flux

if(i11.gt.il)then
write(*,*)'IncreoseParameterii'
stop

end if
read(iS,91)moxday,conv, dt, rout

c write(*,*)maxday,conv, dt, rout
reod(IS,96)ish,ec,es

c write(*,*)ish
C

if(ish.gt.O)then
shield = .true.
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else
shield = .raise.

end if
C

do i = 1,ilI
readCiS,9Z)nCi),widCi),conCi),alf(i)

c write(*,*)i,nCi),wtdCi),conCi),alf(i)
if(n(i)+l.ge.im)then
write(*,*)'Increase Parameter im' •
stop

end if
end do

C

read(15,*)
read(15,*)
do i = 1,24

read(15,92)hour,r(i),tex(i)
r(49-i) = r(i)
tex(49-i) = tex(i)

c write(*,*)i,r(i)
end do

c
c Get cosine FT of r -> sr, tex -> st
C

pi = dacos(-one)
C

do k = 1,48
sr(k) = r(1) + r(48)*(-one**(k-1))
st(k) ffi tex(1) + tex(48)*((-one)**(k-1))
do j ffi 2,47

sr(k) = sr(k) + two*r(j)*dcos(pi*dble((j-1)*(k-1))/47.0dO)
st(k) = st(k) + two*tex(j)*dcos(pi*dble((j-1)*(k-1))/47.0dO)

end do
c writeC*,*)k,sr(k),st(k)

end do

do k = 28,48
st(k) = zip

end do
c

c Initialize Arrays
C

nn=O
if(shield)then
nn= I
tsh = tO

a(nn) = zip
b(nn) = zip
c(nn) = zip
fCnn) = zip
zCnn) = zip

end if

xtemp = zip
n(ill) = nCill) - I
do i = 1,ill
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dx(i) = wid(i)/dble(n(i))
do j = 1,n(i)

nn = nn + 1
xCi,j) = xtemp
xtemp = xtemp + dx(i)
rlCi,j) = zip

' t(i,j) = te
o(nn) = zip

, bCnn) = zip
cCnn) = zip
f(nn) = zip
zCnn) = zip

end do
end do
nn = nn + 1

xCill,n(ill)+l) = xtemp
tCill,n(ill)+l) = tQ
oCnn) = zip
b(nn) = zip
c(nn) = zip
fCnn) = zip
z(nn) = zip

C

if(rout.gt.zip)then
rtemp = rout
do i = 1,ili
do j = l,n(i)

rl(i,j) = one/rtemp
rtemp = rtemp - dx(i)

end do
end do

rl(ill,n(i11)+l) = one/rtemp
end if

C

90 formot(///,ix,ig,4(lx,e14.7))
91 formot(//,lx,i9,3(Ix,e14.7))
92 format(Ix,i9,3(lx,e14.7))
96 formot(//,Ix,i9,2(Ix,e14.7),//)

C

C

end
C

C

C

subroutine proc(il,im,x,t,n,con,olf,wid,a,b,c,f,z,dx,nn,c°nv,
. + maxday,dt,ill,h,flux,tX4,tmin,tmox,sr,st,r1,shield,

+ tsh,ec,es,tshmin,tshmox)
C

C

implicit double precision (o-h,o-z)
porometer (two = 2.OdO,one = 1.0dO,zip = 0.0dO,huge = 1.0d10,
+ doy = 86.4d3, sig = 5.670d-8)
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dimension xCil,im),tCil,im),conCil),alfCil),wid(il),n(il),
+ o(il,im),b(il*im),c(il*im),f(il*im),z(il*im),dx(il),
+ tZ4(il,im),tmin(il,im),tmax(il,im),sr(48),st(48),rl(il,im)

logicol shield
C

c Initialize Variables
c

pi = dacosC-one)
iter = 0
res = huge
iday = 0
ish = 0
if(shield)ish= I

c open(unit= 18,file= 'sol.spy',status= 'unknown')
c write(18,*)
C

do while (res.gt.conv.and.iday.lt.maxday)
c

time = zip
del = zip
iday = iday + 1

c
c Set tmin, tmax, t24
C

tshmin = huge
tshmax = -huge
do i = 1,i11

do j = l,n(i)
tmin(i,j)= huge
tmax(i,j)= -huge
tZ4(i,j)= tCi,j)

end do
end do
tmin(ill,n(ill)+1)= huge
tmax(ill,n(ill)+l)= -huge

C

do while (time + dt/two.lt.day)
C

open(unit= 16,file= 'so1.pro',status= 'unknown')
iter = iter + i
time = time + dt

c write(*,*)iday,time
C

c CalcutateCurrentInsotation,q, ExternalTemperature,t8
C

if(time.gt.3600.0dO)then
qtime = time - 3600.0d0

else
qtime = time + 82800.0d0

end if
C

if(time.gt.14400.0dO)then
ttime = time - 14400.0d0

else
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ttime = time + 72_.0d0
end if

C

q = zip
t8 = st(i)

t do j = 2,47
q - q - sr(j)*dbTe(j-1)*dsin(pi*dble(j-1)*qtime/1.69Zd5)
t8 - t8 + two*st(j)*dcos(pi*dble(j-1)*ttime/1.69Zd5)

end do
q - dmoxl(q*pi/7952.4dO,zip)
t8 - t8/(two*dble(48)-two)

c write(*,*)q,t8
C

c Colculote Coefficient Arroy
C

if(shield)then
c Shield

co = one/es + one/ec - one

b(1) = sig*(es*(tsh+t8)*(tsh*tsh+t8*t8) +
+ co*(tsh+t(1,1))*(tsh*tsh+t(1,1)*t(1,1))) + h

c(1) = -sig*co*(tsh+t(1,1))*(tsh*tsh+t(1,1)*t(1,1))
f(1) = q + sig*es*tS*(tsh+tS)*(tsh*tsh+t8*tS) + h't8

c Outer Node

dx2 = dx(1)*dx(1)/8.0dO/dt/olf(1)
0(2) = -sig/con(1)*co*(tsh+t(l,l))*(tsh*tsh+t(l,l)*t(l,1))
b(2) = (two/dx(1) - r1(l,1))/two

+ + sig/con(1)*co*Ctsh+t(l,l))*(tsh*tsh+t(1,1)*t(l,l))
+ + dxZ*(4.0dO/dx(1) - r1(l,l))

c(2) = -(two/dx(1) - rl(l,l))/two
f(2) = dxZ*(4.0d@/dx(1) - r1(1,1))*t(1,1)

else
c Outer Node

dx2 = dx(1)*dx(1)/8.0dO/dt/alf(1)
b(1) = (two/dx(1) - rl(l,1))/two + h/con(1)

+ + dx2*(4.0dO/dx(1) - ri(1,1))
+ + sig*ec/con(1)*(t(l,l)+t8)*(tCl,1)*t(l,l)+t8*t8)

c(1) = -(two/dx(1) - r1(1,1))/two
f(1) = (q + h*t8)/con(1)

+ + dxZ*(4.@d@/dx(1) - rl(l,l))*t(1,1)
+ + sig*ec/con(1)*t8*(t(l,l)+t8)*(t(1,1)*t(1,1)+t8*t8)

end if
c Inner Node

dx2 = dx(i11)*dx(i11)/8.0dO/dt/olf(i11)
a(nn) = -(two/dx(i11) + rl(ill,n(ill)+1))/two
b(nn) = (two/dx(i11) + r1(i11,n(i11)+1))/two

+ + dx2*(4.@dO/dx(ill) + r1(i11,n(i11)+1))
" f(nn) = flux/con(it1) + dxZ'(4.0dO/dx(i11)

+ + rl(i11,n(i11)+l))*t(i11,n(i11)+l)
c Interfoce Nodes

m = 1 + ish
do i = 1,i11-1
m = m + nCi)
rc = (conCi)*dx(i)/alf(i) + conCi+l)*dxCi+1)/olf(i+1))

+ /(dx(i) + dx(i+l))/dt
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dx2 = one/(dx(i)+dxCi+l))
aCm) = -conCi)*dxZ*Ctwo/dxCi) + rlCi,1))
bCm) = dxZ*CconCi+l)*Ctwo/dxCi+l) - rlCi,l))

+ + conCi)*Ctwo/dxCi) + rlCi,1))) + rc
c(m) = con(i+l)*dx2*(-two/dx(i+l) + rl(i,1))
f(m) - t(i+l,l)*rc

end do
c Interior Nodes

m = ish
do i = I,ill

m=m+l
do j = 2,n(i)

m:m+l
dx2 = dx(i)*dx(i)/olf(i)/dt
a(m) = r1(i,j)*dx(i)/two- one
b(m) = two + dx2
c(m) = -r1(i,j)*dx(i)/two- one
f(m) : t(i,j)*dx2

end do
end do

c
c Solve Tri-DiagonalMatrix
C

call trid(nn,a,b,c,f,z)
C

c Store New Temperatures
C

if(shield)then
del : dmaxl(del,dobs(tsh-z(1)),dabs(t(l,l)-z(2)))
tsh = z(1)
tshmin = dmin1(tsh,tshmin)
tshmax = dmaxl(tsh,tshmax)

end if
m = ish
do i : _,ill
do j = 1,n(i)

m:m+l
c write(*,*)i,j,t(i,j),z(m)

t(i,j) = z(m)
tmax(i,j)= dmaxl(t(i,j),tmax(i,j))
tmin(i,j)= dminl(t(i,j),tmin(i,j))

end do
end do
t(ill,n(i11)+1)= z(nn)
tmax(i11,n(i11)+1)=dmax1(t(i11,n(i11)+l),tmax(i11,n(i11)+l))
tmin(i11,n(i11)+1)=dmin1(t(i11,n(i11)+1),tmin(i11,nCi11)+1))
write(16,94)day*dble(iday-l)+time,t8,tsh,(t(i,1),i=1,i11)' 4

+ t(i11,n(i11)+1)
c write(*,*)t(ill,n(ill)+l),tmin(i11,n(i11)+1),
c + tmax(ill,n(i11)+1)
c if(iday.ge.115)then
c do i = i,i11
c do j = 1,n(i)
c write(18,97)time,x(i,j),t(i,j)
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c end do
c end do
c write(18,97)time,x(itl,n(ill)+l),t(ill,n(ill)+l)
c end if
C

end do
C

c Check for Convergence
C

res = zip
do i = 1,i11

do j = 1,n(i)
de = t(i,j) - tZ4(i,j)
res = dmaxl(res,dabs(de))

c write(*,*)i,j,t(i,j),tZ4(i,j)
end do

end do

write(*,93)iday,res
close(16)

C

end do

c close(18)
write(*,*)'Maximum Surface Temperature Change = ',del

C

93 format(3x,i6,3x,e14.7)
94 format(9(1x,e14.7))
97 format(3(3x,e13.6))

C

C

return
end

C

C

C______________

C

subroutine post(il,im,x,t,n,tmin,tmax,i11,tshmin,tshmax)
C

C______________

C

implicit double precision (a-h,o-z)
parameter (two = 2.OdO,one = l.OdO,zip = 0.0d0)
dimension x(i1,im),t(i1,im),n(i),tmin(il,im),tmax(it,im)

C

open(unit = 17,fire = 'sol.our',status = 'unknown')
C

write(17,95)-one,tshmin,tshmax
• do i = l,ilI

do j = 1,n(i)
write(17,95)x(i,j),tmin(i,j),tmax(i,j)

end do
end do
write(17,95)x(itl,n(ill)+1),tmin(i11,n(i11)+l),
+ tmax(i11,n(i11)+1)

C
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95 format(3(3x,el4.7))
C

C
return
end

C
C

C**********,,eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee**e*******e**e***ee,ee,e**e,e*******

C

subroutine trtd(im,a,b,c,f,z)
C

C

implicitdouble precision (a-h,o-z)
C

parameter (ii - 500)
dimension a(im),b(im),c(im),f(im),z(im),wks(ii)

C

if(ii.lt.im)then
write(*,*)'ii too small in trid'
stop

end if
bet = b(1)
z(1) = f(1)/bet

c writeC*,*)a(1),b(1),c(1),f(1)
do i = 2,im

c writeC*,*)aCi),b(i),c(i),f(i)
wksCi) = cCi-1)/bet
bet = bCi)-aCi)*wksCi)
zCi) = CfCi) - aCi)*zCi-1))/bet

end do
C

do i = im-1,1,-1
zCi) = zCi) - wksCi+l)*zCi+l)

end do
C

C

return
end
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APPENDIX B: INPUT FILE LISTING
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Input data for insolation Code

layers initial t conv coeff interior flux
5 +4.3_e-_2 +1._00_e+01 +1._0(_e+02

max days convergence time step cask out rod
1000 +1.0000000e-02+0.0100000e+03+5.3261260e-Ol l

shield ? cask emisivity shield emsivty •
1 +3._e-01 +l._e-_

# of nodes width conductivity diffusivity
25 +3.175_e-03 +1.38494_e+01 +3.8128850e-06
50 +9.398_e-02 +1.4535000e-01+8.0212010e-08
50 +3.8100000e-02+1.3849400e+01+3.8128850e-06
50 +5.3848000e-02+2.5539400e+01+1.0039860e-05
25 +9.5250000e-03+1.3849400e+01+3.8128850e-06

hour radiation temperature
i +0.0000000e+00+3.0520000e+02
2 +O._e+_ +3.0470000e+02
3 +O._e+_ +3.0410000e+02
4 +0.0000000e+00 +3.g470000e+02
5 +1.3000000e+01+3,0630000e+02
6 +3.5200000e+02 +3.0860000e+02
7 +1.4770000e+03+3.0970000e+02
8 +3.4520000e+03 +3.1190000e+02
9 +6.2390000e+03 +3.1470000e+02

10 +9.5990000e+03 +3.1630000e+02
11 +1.3390000e+04 +3.1740000e+02
1Z +1.7436000e+04 +3.1860000e+02
13 +2.149(_(_e-_4+3.193_e-_2
14 +2. 5256_e+04 +3.1800000e+02
15 +2.8582000e+04 +3.1740000e+02
16 +3.13890_e+04 +3,1410000e+02
17 +3. 3439000e+04 +3.1240000e+02
18 +3.4585000e+04 +3.0970000e+02
19 +3.4945000e+04 +3.0800000e+02
20 +3.4958000e+04 +3.0630000e+02
Z1 +3.4958000e+04 +3.0630000e+OZ
2Z +3.4958000e+04 +3.0410000e+02
23 +3.4958000e+04 +3.0470000e+02
24 +3.4958000e+04 +3.0520000e+02
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